COUNCIL MINUTES
:IMAY 25.2022
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, May 25,2O22, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, l0 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

NIEN{BERS PRES ENT: Mayor Garth O. Green; Councilmembers: Terri Hartley; Craig
Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips; Ronald fuddle.

STAFF PRESENT: Ci ty Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; Executive
Assistant Onjulee Pittser; Finance Director Jason Norris; Ci ty Engineer Jonathan Stathis; Fire
Chief Mike Phillips; Public Works Director Ryan Marshall, Airport Manager, Nick Holt.

OTIIERS PRESENT: Ann Clark, Kalub S pendlove, Mary Butler, Laura Henderson, Carter
Wilkey, Danny Lewis, Pace Clarke - Utah Summer Games' Sara Ridgel' Teri Kenney,
Natalil Christensen - SUU STEM, HR Brown, Tom Jett, Joel Hansen, Dallas Buckner, Sara
Patterson, Symbria Patterson
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PLAN FOR THE SADDLE BACK RI DGE SU BDIVISION . PHASES 7.9 LOCA TED
AT APPRO XIMATE L Y 3OOO WEST 1800 SOUTH. LEAVITT L AND/DON
BO UDREAU: Councilmember Isom moved to appro ve the consent agenda items 1 through
12 as written above; second by Councilm ember Hartley; vote unanimous.
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CONSIDER REOUEST TO CLOSE IOO WEST FROM C ENTER STREET TO
STIAKESPEARE LANE ONSATURDA YS FROM 8 :00 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M. FOR THE
FARI\TERS NIARKET. HEATHER CARTER: Phillips: I have some major concems.
@!: We haven't seen the insurance paperwork. Subject to those items it's a major concern.
We should bring it back for the action meeting on the 8th. !!1!!!e: Won't that affect them
opening the first Saturday in June? Ell!!!pq: No construction has started. Riddle: The
farmers market I know her quite well. They haven't taken care of the time to take care of the
issues. Those need to be taken care of first. Let's table it until June 8th.
Councilmember Riddle moved to table this item until June 8th; second by
Councilmember Phillips; votc unanimous.
CONS ID E R AN ORDINANCE CHANGING THE ZONE AT 464 NORTH 4OO WEST
FROM MIXED USE (NIU) TO DWELL G MULTIPLE UNIT (R-3-M). PLATT &

PLATT/TYLER ROMERIL:
Councilmember Phillips movcd to APPROVE the zone change at 464 North 400 West from
MU to R-3-M; second by Councilmember Hartley; roll call vote as follows:

Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER BIDS FOR THE EMERGENCY STORM DRAIN PROJECTS - CODY
DRM IMPROVEMENTS. JOHNATHAN STATHIS: Jonathan - This was discussed
as part of the flood control mitigation. We didn't have any bids for this project. I've
discussed this with Paul about the contractor filling in helping with blanket contracts for the
street division. We may be able to get work done under that contract bid amounts. That,s
one option. Those bids go tlrough PAV. We had prices for concrete work, asphalt. No
prices for pipe installation. orton Excavating has a blanket conhact for sewer pipe transfer
to storm drainpipe. Bidding is difficult to find contractors to work on projects like this.
!f,4p9: You can get bids for the pipe from various vendors. Do a separate bid from
someone to install the product. Phillips: How long will it take through PAM? Jonathan:
We'd manage that through the Engineering Dept. They put out the bids for the blanket
contract and the prices are already in place. Phitlips: It's just a matter ofyour office putting
it together to make sure it happens. Jonathan: we would act as the construction manager for
the project. We like to put it out to the general conrmctors and have them manage the
pro.ject. Where there aren't any bids, that's the only real option at this point. phillips: Ifwe
do it inhouse, are there any problerns legally? Tvler R: No. Phillins: How do you want us
to respond to this agenda item? Tvler R.: I think we just move onto the next agenda item.
Riddle: I know what the economy looks like il will do. Right now, there are so many things
going on. I don't think anyone has time. We've had peopte talk about the City not having
enough employees. Nobody has enough employees.
No action was taken on this item.
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CONSIDER A1\IENDING AN AGREEMENT WITH KIMBALL HOLT TO ALLOW
THE PURCHASE OF AN ADDITIONAL 8O-ACRE FEET OF WATER. PAUL
BITTMENN: Paul - You can either approve or reject based on the discussions last week.
There's been some other developments. E!![pg,: How much was he going to purchase it
for? @yq: $14,000, and if he steps aside, we will purchase it for $15,000. There are so
many moving pieces. !ag!: It could be contingent on us not buying the water or deny it.
!!!!!!E: It's good water. fulley: I don't like giving up the option of it. Those are water
rights that Cedar City may need. We explored the option that Melling came up with by
letting them purchase and use it for a period of time and have the option to buy it back if we
I'm sure that he was not interested. He
wanted. I guess Holt's are not interested. @:
said he would loan the money to Sevy, so he could get the money and get on with the project,
then we'd buy it, paying offthe note. rc!!!qg: I think the only way to 8o is to buy it.
get into a bidding war. It
&S!g!!9: I don't want to give it up. Mavor: He said he wouldn't
hurts everyone. If the sale price can hold where it's at it solidifies the values we're
struggling with. Eg4lgJ: We have the first right of refusal on that water. !a!gg: Correctttartiev: lf the Siry's went out and bonowed money, can they pledge that water without our
corrr"rrtz !!er R: Using it as collateral? I guess they could, but the financial institution
*ould need to be aware that the City has the first right of refusal and take into consideration
of the value of the water rights. Riddle: Can't you do a title search on that? !gg!: We
record those with the County courthouse. @!!g:: We're secure in our agreement. It can't
lend out from under us, correct? Iy!e8.: Correct. ![9[i4g: The cost of water rights could
go up and our first is at appraised value. :I}l9&, That's correct' Eg4lgy: If we make an
iffer to buy it now the priie won't adjust going through the declaration, would it? BM!!,S:
No. ![gygg: That wouial be fixed. The transaction for the short-tem is fine. If it went longt"rmlf,"-*o'uld have the right to foreclose it. Iyler R: The right of l" refusal gives the City
3' party to
60 days to offer and get the appraisals done. If it goes beyond that he could find a
purchase it. H3I@, But he &n't foreclose our interest in it if he went and bought it. It
would be subject to us having the I't right' @yq: Yes'
councilmember Hartley moved to DENY amending an agreement with Kimball Holt to
allow the purchase ofan additional 80-acre feet of water; second by Councilmember
Mellingl vote in favor of denying.

CONSIDER AN ORD INANCE A]\{ENDING CHAPTER 26 ARTICLE 3
REGARDING TTIE LOCA TION OF CONVEN IENCE STO RES AND TRAVEL
CENTERS, DO N BOUDREAU: Dgg - No changes. EbjlllpC: Convenience stores with
fuel islands that are smaller than 5,000 sq. ft. are permitt ed in all zones? @: All
sq'
commercial and industrial zones. $j!!!pg: convenience stores that ale greater than 5'000
ft. are not permitted in downtown and MU. Is it the same thing with the travel center? @:
Correct.

councilmember Phillips moved to APPROVE the ordinance amending chapter 26 Article
regarding the location of convenience stores and travel centers; second by Councilmember
Melling; roll call vote as follows:

3
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Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Scott Phillips Ronald Riddle -

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER AIIIENDING C ITY ORDINANCE32.7 STEP 15 WHICH REGULATES
THE RECORDING OF APPROVED FINAL PLATS. TYLER ROMERIL: Tvler: This
gives the City a little more leeway to record final plats. The State allows final plats to be
approved before bonding. We want to make it clear to developers that when they come
through to get final plat approval it's not sitting out there for a decade. They have 2 years for
that to be recorded. If not, they start over and go through the current water and ordinances at
the time.

Councilmember Hartley moved to APPROVE the ordinance amending Chapter 32-7 step 15
which regulates the recording ofapproved final plats; second by Councilmember Isom; roll
call vote as follows:

Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSID ER A RESOLUTION ADOPTING TH r, FY 2022-2023 TENTATIVE
BUDGE T. JASON NORRIS: Paul: We need to disclose that we've increased the tentative
budget by $5,000. Tvler R.: The requirement for the City by the State constitutional laws, if
a Defendant is found indigent, we need to provide them with a public defender. Our contract
is with Candace Reid. She's been doing that for 6+ years. She's asked to incrQase her
contract. We reached out to other cities about our size, and her offer is quite reasonable.
Some pay a flat rate of $200 per case. It would be about the area she's requesting. Fora
bigger city it's more. Ehillipg: Is that your department? fy!g: Yes. fullgy: What'sthe
total salary amount? f,a!94: $29,000 a year. Jason: It's not a salary. !!q!.: It's a
contract.

I know we are still trying to decide where Fiddlers Canyon park property, we
unfornrnately do not have the information yet. I want to make sure we have the ability to
complete the park, ifpossible, one that we've been talking about for years. Looking at what
Leisure Services submitted as their initial request, the Burgess property we take $40-$50,000
and do a MP and design that park. I know that's a little sketchy, since we have 33 acres now.
We'll have a pretty good idea. Take the remainder of those funds and if we need to have it.
It's impact fees so the money is there. Once we know what the master plan might look like,
if we need additional funds to complete Fiddlers or the Armbrust project we have it. It's just
conceptual designs. Once we know the property, we have it designed the right way. We
fund the money to design the Burgess park keep it to use it for the Armbrust park or the
Fiddlers Canyon park. Hartlev: I'm in agreernent with that too. We're budgeting a lot of

!!!!!!p!:
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money that has no design or plan. We need to make sure we do it correctly. There's been
talk about planting gmss and gowing. If we haven't designed the park where the irrigation
is gonna go, or the ball fields, it doesn't make sense to just plant grass. Ifit's for soccer, I
understand it takes several years to be able to play on that. We can plant gass at the
cemetery for the addition. The played-on grass is needed in the near future. I'm worried
about just planting and maintaining the grass, especially with our water situation. !l[qysl:
We're trying to work with Burgess. I see an oppoffunity there. He's offering wells, property
and cooperation. He hasn't approved anything. Armbrust wants time to see what they want
to do. Nobody's the owner on the property at Fiddlers. I have no problem with moving it.
To plant sod, particularly in Burgess, this is a long way. I don't think the road even goes to
it. When we got the dimensions of the property, width of it actually fills up. Soccer fields
would be facing N-S, they can only go one place. It doesn't work. We can get twice as
many, but someone will be playing into the sun. I'm very intercsted in Fiddlers Canyon.
They talk about a short time frame to see if they could trade properties. That has to be
desigrred. I'd love to have grass everywhere, but there are so many variable parts. You have
to hive a lot of space for ball fields. We need to build parks. Phillips: I agree with you
I wish we could get Armbrust going. I wish we could get a culvert in and
100%.
.tart buildingjhe park. $1.5 million so they're equal. When one settles down and we decide
If we leave the money there, and it
with the design wbrk, I don't have a problem.
says Burges#ark, but we determine that we need it in this park, do we have the {r1rly_19
move it? Paul: Sure. This is a snapshot oftheFY 22-23. Every'thing's proposed. Phillips:
Do we agriEEat we have to design the parks? Riddle: I agree there has to be a design. For
the Fiddiers Canyon area, the property is tied up to the design. @!: It applies to all 3 of
I don,t want tocreate a budget and throw something somewhere and assume
them.
we,ll corne back and do something. we have $1.5 million and I',m ok with s500,000 to each
one. you will have the choice to iaise that up. B!!!!ipq: I'm ok with that. Isom: I wanted to
talk about the money set aside for water and water exploration. Do we have the results from
we
those studies? !fry1: No. We',re 2 weeks out. we should have the study in 3 weeks.
we'll
then
wells,
test
test wells. When they tell us where to build
budg"t"d
havJa good idea where we want them. It will have other things with it. There's quite.a bit
year.
of moniy in there. Not know where we want to drill. Some money is coming from this
is drilling a
$2 million around WL Plastics to put that under the RR tracks. Joe Burgess
watering up.
he's
municipal well and drilling pipe giving us the well and water as long as
there. it's a huge amountii.oniy. Money for a water tank is conditional upon where the
new wells will !o. Until we know where we're getting water, it may change those things'
We'll see what they suggest and bring it back to you all. Isom: That was my only-concem'
We had money from
Have the money ,"t u.id" and we can look at in context.
before. !eg[!gy: I,d like to talk about Main St. traffic and the different roads we're looking
to deueloJl One that keeps coming up is Nichols Canyon up to Paiute. We talked about
going from the golfcourie south to Paiute to break 100 E. through there. can we stipulate
Ihat,I what we're looking at there? I don't know what the rest ofyou think. I don't know
the
that the neighborhoods oirt Fairway Drive is the greatest idea for the corridor going all
had
way througf,. From 1040 N. up to the Paiute Tribe. Phillips: I'm in favor of 100 E. I've
get
that
is
to
priorities
conrersati6ns with other peopG of the Forest Service. One of our
completed. Hopeful up to that 1045 at the stop light there. I would like that a priority lt
Some of that we don't own. We need to buy
will ielieve some traffic off Main St.

[3g:

E@:

@g:

*onefrffill

Ugg:

![ag:
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it.

It we lock ourselves in that we're interested in that piece and piece through the trailer
There are 3 owners in there
park. lhillip: It will come down to connect to 1600.
beside the Dixie National Forest. We talked to them, and they said to put it behind the tire
shop. They would rather sell it to us, and they'll have a land locked to that property. We
wouldn't be land locked. We own 3 sides of it. If there's a good deal we can make with
Dixie National Forest, great. How do you budget when you don't know who wants to sell?
If someone has a way that it doesn't go through Fairway Drive, I'm all for it. People can
always drive on a public street. If we can use city streets and obtain small pieces. Dixie
Leavitt land trying to develop a piece on the end and 2 big subdivisions. They'Il put the road
on the south end to connect to 75 E. pay for it except for 400 ft. in the middle. It is a city
street and connects from Walmart to the Paiute tribe. That far in the new MP without going
onto a dirt road. If the forest service does business with us that would be nice. We need to
be trying to buy property rather than talking about it. We'll see ifanyone wants to sell.
fullgy: There are other roads that need to be a priority like the ones that circumvents Eagle
Ridge. I hate to take the focus away from those that are problems. !{gyg1: If I had people
who wanted to sell sewed down, it would be easy to budget. Phillips: There's some wisdom
on land purchase. Melline: The other aspect is if these property owners know that we're
interested in these parcels, they might want the money now and come down on price a bit.
Mavor: Ifyou have one piece the price will go up; ifyou have 6 pieces, then those who want
the money will take it and give us the land at a fair price.

@q:

Councilmember Isom moved to APPROVE the resolution adopting the
tentative budget; second by Councilmember Phillips; vote as follows:

Fy

2022-2023

AYE:
5
NAY:
0
ABSTAINED:O

CONSIDERAN ORD INAN CE ANIENDING C HAPTER 32 CONCERNING
FENCING REOUIRENIENTS FOR DOUBLE FRONTED LOTS. GO CIVIL/DON
BOUDREAU: Dallas Buckncr , Go Civil - This was a discussion we had last week. Are
there any additional questions? Hartlev: We have a bit of reservation of leaving that
ordinance wide open, but this doesn't happen very often. What about if we don,t put it on
staff to have subjective rules if someone wants to propose that they don't want to put the 6'
fence in or an altemative to bring that to council and we make that decision. Me ine: Kind
of like the PUD fencing requirernent? Hartlev: Yes. There are situations where it doesn't
make sense. Etr!l!!pq: It's zoned RE in that area. It makes sense he doesn't want it there.
Other cases you would. Paul: You are the legislative body that makes good policy. years
ago, we set up the BOA to make a variance to the policy. Another approach for you to set
guidelines and tell the BOA that these are examples of situations, and we don,t mind if you
vary this ordinance. That way you're not varying the same ordinance you think as good
policy. You're all politically motivated people. You run for office and it's difficult to tell
people no. You're setting up a regime and telling the BOA that you're appointed, not paid,
to do the right thing, here's the areas if you don't mind vary this requirement. phillips: I
explained this to some people in construction and real estate. After explaining it, they
weighed out the pros and cons. We're trying to be understanding, with some flexibility. I'm
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concerned about some developers might not have the best interest for our city. Dallas: One
challenge that we currently face is going to the BOA, and the way it's written, and you would
try to hit those 5 criteria and the first one is always financial. Paul: You can set up a new set
of rules dealing rvith double fronted lots, and it would take it outside the 5 things. Number
on is it can't be for financial motivation. Joel : That's part ofthe issue I have. Paul: You
need to just set regulations. Dg!!g!: I agree with Paul. Ifit's a different set ofcriteria and not
the typical 5 questions. That's where we are with The Estates. The way it's written, you
have to satisff that first one, then we're stuck building a wall for no reason. Ifthere was a
different set ofcriteria that wasn't the state legislated 5 points, that's better than what we got.
I&l!!gg: I don't like having to ask permission of people bringing in things that makes sense.
Ifit's an issue, we can change it. It's not an issue we see a lot.

Councilmember Melling moved to APPROVE amending Chapter 32 conceming fencing
requirements for double fronted lots; second by Councilmernber Isom; roll call vote as
follows:

Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 26 ARTICLE 3
Rrpn tp CnnnnelS tN rnB RpStnnllrnr, BSrerrS zOrlJe. GO
Is engineering ok with this? Jonathan: we're ok
@:
The issue was the maintenance. !3g!: cleaning them out once - .
*itt it in
"r,gin.ering.
they,re clogled is h;d. With riprap channels you can't run equipment. It takes a lot of time
and manpower to do that. Hartlev: Is there a proposal on how we would maintain these?
Paul: No. Mellins: We talked about SID and how the state won't let us' Can that be
r""*aea on the plat? If you want to have riprap, can you tell the owners to accept
improvernent foi the maintenance of channels? Paul: I don't know if we're recording that on
the plat. Melline: could you have private riprap like a detention basin? !y!g: Not in a .
puo. p"g!, witt no financing and no maintenance it will fall on us because it's part of the

ffinulxC

storm Gin system. IIg!&y: Could the property owner be made responsible? !4g!:
Traditionally the City's had some immunity in suits against flooding, but if you get into
issues with ihe developers are they going to take on that liability, because they have no.
immunity. As long as we're maintaining a flood control system, we have some immuniry.
Develop;rs don,t f,ave that, so I don't think they'll be anxious to manage stom drain
channeis. @!: I don't disagree if we have silt in the riprap channel, it's difficult to clean
out. We had--an incident wiih last year and we're still looking at the remnants to clean it up.
I do not believe there will be near as big ofan issue with the silt when all the channels run
contiguously and you're not running fast flowing water over raw dirt. once the channel is
built,-there's not much of a problem with it as long as there's not water flowing fast enough
into the channel. We have an RE zone to build riprap and do the best we can within the
it ask for itordinance that's been designed for us to build RE channels. we didn't make or
But we,re using it to try ttdo the best we can. I don't want Jeff Hunter in my subdivision
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with his crew to clean it out. That was once in a whatever hundred-year storm id not clean
up like everywhere else. It is diflicult to clean out. I talked about things to mitigate that with
Jonathan and Jeff. Somethings at our cost to mitigate flooding once that happens. Once the
top of riprap channel is built, it won't run in the wash into the riprap channel; it will be
contiguous to the top ofthe hill. Talked about the 3-4,000 yards ofdirt that we've moved
and get offthere. That's been a huge rnitigation in this subdivision. It's not something we'll
have to do every day after an RE subdivision is built. This was our first RE subdivision, in
our other subdivisions we will plan differently. We started at the top of the hill down and
built drainage. Instead of at the bottom and water runs over raw ground and into channel.
We leam. In the new zone we haven't built it. To say we have to do a SID, I don't know.
Paul: We do have riprap flood channels in Cedar City. The detention basin with a slowrelease mechanism riprap channel runs through Fiddlers Canyon. For the last few years, we
walk the trail and it's pretty. After we clean it out it's a dirt channel. We can't maintain the
riprap. You've got to move it out of the way. I have issues with thern. It's not subject to
large volumes of fast-moving water. The storm drain basin at the top of the hill catches it,
but it still gets dirty. It's clogged with willows. Hartlev: This puts it back on the city
engineer to make sure it's adequate. Jonathan: We discussed an erosion control plan to
mitigate the silt gefting into the ditch. It won't catch every piece of silt, but it will mitigate it.
When the land gets cleared the silt will run offif erosion measures are in place. And
landscaping is not as much of an issue. Silt is stabilized with landscaping. Add the sentence
that erosion control measures need to be in place.
Councilmernber Isom moved to APPROVE amending Chapter 26 Article 3 regarding riprap
channels in the residential estate zone; second by Councilmember Phillips; roll call vote as
follows:

Teni Hartley Craig Isom

Tyler Melling Scott Phillips Ronald Riddle -

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

Councilmember Phtllips needed to excuse himself .from the remainder of the meering.

CONSIDER AN ORDIN AN CE CHANGING THE ZONE IN PODS 3 AND 4 OF THE
IRON HORSE RDO IN THE VICINITY OF THE TOP OF IRON HORSE ROAD
FROM RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTUR,\L (RA) TO MIXED USE OIIU).3 PEAK
ENGJ TYLER ROMERIL: Tvler R.: Brent Drew asked if we could table this until the
June 8th meeting-

Councilmernber Hartley moved to table this item until June 8th: second by Councilmember
lsom: roll call vote as follows:

Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling -

AYE
AYE
AYE
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Scott Phillips Ronald Riddle -

AYE
AYE

CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE ANIENDING CH APTER I I OF THE CEDAR CITY
ORDINANCES RELATED TO PERI\IITTED ANINIALS. CITY COUNCIL: Melline:
There's 4 sentences in there under subsection 3. Ifyou take out sentences 2 & 4 goats and
sheep are permitted and no male goats or sheep intact over 90 days. Ifthat's not acceptable,
altemative suggestion to move goats and sheep where cats and dogs are at in the ordinance.
I'd rather not do that. Where we deal with main nuisances treating them as we would these
other animals. !4g!: Keep the 4th sentence? Mg!l!4g: That's what I'm hearing. Not to treat
it too much differently. We don't require it with dogs and cats as long as we can deal with
other iterns. EgfllgJ: Just leave the first sentence under #3? Melline: Take out sentences 2
and 4. Har[!q: I would rather vet this a bit. Would you be upset to table this? @!!!gg: We
have a lot ofpeople in town that don't want to help their neighbors because they're worried
about prosecution and fines. Not having formula is scary. We'll be revisiting this issue in a
couple of months. Depending on how we do it. There's a lot of ordinances that have 3
classes of animals. Domestic, livestock and everything in between. This is close. They have
to be neutered and they want a companion or else they get lonely. If we revisit in a more
comprehensive way, it would be similar to this. Possibly simpler than this version. I was
oveily cautious. Tire feedback I'm getting is that there are too many rules. Just the essential
I
elements. Would you be open to treating goats like dogs? Isom: I'd be more open to_ that.
haven't fully adopied it in my mind. I would have to have more time. @!!!4g: I understand.
Our next aciion meeting. Have members come forward in the next few weeks not to be
prosecuted and fined. !q: I'm concemed how this works from an enforcement position.
ilartlev: That's what I think too. @iUg: Until the crisis abates, they have their goats. ,
is. If we allow
EiIii t,- ot if we take those 2 lines out. I'm not opposed to leaving it as it The
ones who
many people will take this up.
ii-t,
l,ou just need to keep it clean. I don't think
aoit no* already keepthan clean and quiet. I give my eggs to people in my neighborhood
know what
and my kids. t don't ihink you'll see a bunch ofpeople trying it. Ifyou don't
good
idea'
is
a
[g!!!4g:
you're doing they'll run you out to get rid of them. I think, this
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councilmember Melling moved to APPROVE amending chapter 1l of the ordinances of
as
cedar city related to permitted animals; second by councilmember Riddle; roll call vote
follows:

Terri Hartley Craig Isom

Tyler Melling Ronald Riddle -

NAY
NAY
AYE
AYE

Mayor Green voted NAY to break the tie.

Melling: I would move that we pass the ordinance exempting the 2'd and
subparagraph 3. Riddle seconds; Motion and second'
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roll call vote as follows
Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Ronald Riddle -

NAY
NAY
AYE
AYE

Mayor Green voted NAY to break the tie.

I,Ielli4g: My final motion would be to move goats from the livestock definition in the code to
domestic animals; second by Councilmember Riddle; roll call vote as follows:
Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Ronald Riddle -

NAY
NAY
AYE
AYE

Mayor Green voted NAY to break the tie.

Motion was DENIED.
CLOSED S ESSION _ PROPERTY NE GOTIATIONSI Councilmember Isom moved to
go into closed session at 8:00 p.m.; second by Councilmernber Hartley; roll call vote as
follows:
Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjourn and go into the City Council Action
meeting and move into the RDA meeting at 7:57 p.m.; second by Councilmember Hartley;
vote unanimous.
Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
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